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ABSTRACT

This article considers definitions and claims of
Expert Systems ( ES) and analyzes them in view of
traditional Information systems (IS).
It is
argued that the valid specifications for ES do not
differ fran those for IS.
Consequently the
theoretical study and the practical development of
ES should not be a monodiscipline. Integration of
ES development in classical mathematics and
computer science opens the door to existing
knowledge and experience. Aspects of existing ES
are reviewed from this interdisciplinary point of
view.
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1 INTRODUCTIOO
In the 1970's the field of Artificial Intelligence shifted attention
from general principles of problem solving to knowledge-intensive
applications. TOpics like heuristic search techniques and common
sense reasoning made room for the modelling and representation of
specialist knowledge. Since then building ES's has become a new and
cost-intensive discipline.
Research achievements and outstanding
problems are subject of many articles (Bramer [1982], Duda [1981],
Duda & Shortliffe [ 1983], Feigenbaum [ 1977], Gevarter [ 1983], Kastner
& Hong [1984], Michaelsen et al. [1985], Nau [1983]). Most of these
articles mention the problems of knowledge acquisition and
representation, the solution of which is regarded as the key to
further success in ES research.
Much less is said about the
organisational impact of an ES. Textbooks on IS's, on the other hand,
emphasize the fact that the success of an IS depends not only on the
qual! ty of the information in the system, but also on user acceptance
[ Bemelmans 1984] • Many methods for system developnent reflect this
dependency in their emphasis on user participation ( Lundeberg [ 1978] ) •
'l'he failure to see that an ES is an IS is, in our opinion,
responsible for the fact that so little use is made of a type of
system upon which so much research money is lavished and which is so
well publicized in the press.
In this article, we start with the
observation that in a typology of internal specifications for IS's,
expert systems do not differ from traditional information systems in a
significant way. Some definitions of what ES intend to do or claim to
do are then analyzed to produce internal and external specifications
for expert systems. Reviewing a number of well-known expert systems,
it turns out that only some of the claims made in the definitions are
realized in existing expert systems. From this we conclude again that
expert systems are not significantly different from other information
systems. We conclude the article with the suggestion that the
development of ES should be integrated with classical fields like
applied mathematics and computer science. In our opinion, by giving
up the ambition of being a totally new approach to the use of
computers in decision making, the ES-community can make profitable use
of the wealth of experience in system development accumulated in these
fields, as well as make the advanced programming techniques developed
in artificial intelligence available for use in more traditional
systems.

2

TYPOLOGY OF INFORMATI~

SYSTEMS

Computer science (French:Informatique, Dutch:Informatica) is defined
as the theory and application of the acquisition, storage, processing,
and retrieval of information, in particular with the aid of computers.
A subfield of computer science is dedicated to the development of
Information Systems (IS) for organisations.
To our knowledge no
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English term is in common use for that subfield (Dutch:Methodoloqische
Informatica (Bemelmans [1984]). Two terms relevant to this subfield,
"organisation" and "information system" (IS), need clarification for a
good understanding of our ideas.
We define an organisation as a group of people acting towards a common
goal.
For the aChievement of that goal decisions must be taken, and
the process of decision making is supported by information that is
suplied by an IS. An information system is a coherent quintuple of
- Hardware
- Software
- People
- Procedures
- Information sets
Hardware operates by software and people interact by procedures. Both
process information.
We do not distuingish here data from
information, since an IS may exchange information with another IS.
Although it is possible to call any system capable of containing
information an IS, we will not do so. Thus a Data Base Management
System is not an IS, while a DBMS together with hardware, a data base
administrator, procedures and a database is an IS.
Table 1 shows a quantitative and a qualitative measure for each of the
elements of the quintuple. These measures will be used below to
classify same important groups of information systems.

Hardware
Software
People
Procedures
Info sets

Quantitative measure

Qualitative measure

Power
software scope
User scope
Adodnistrative org
Database size

Range of use
Functional complexity
User type
Abstraction level
Dataloqical complexity

Table 1
Hardware ~ is expressed in the number of Mflops and storage
capacity,--aDa range ~ ~ distinguishes batch- and time-sharing
environments from real-t1me event-driven environments.
Softwar~ ~ is expressed in number of supported languages and
packages, ~ctional complexity distinguishes elementary data
storage and retrieval fUnctions from calculations like (integer)
optimdzation and flow calculations in mathematical physics.
User scoai is expressed in number of (simultaneous) users, and
user ~
stinquishes four types, craftsman, clerks, managers,
specialiSts. Decisions of these users differ in timespan,impact and
repeatability.
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Administrative organization is expressed in number of operational
procedUres dUring data processing, and Abstraction level distinguishes
operational, tactical and strategic management ana information.
Database size is expressed in number of tuples and tables, and
dat:!oaical ry:lexi tl distinguishes flat files, databases with a
dat
el with out) re ationships and constraints, or even with a
meta-dataloodel.
our claim is that information systems can be classified by these
measures and that tradi tiona! information systems cover the full range
of this typology. Moreover, expert systems can be classified using
the same measures and we will argue below that no essential aspect of
expert systems is ignored by using these classification criteria.
Table 2 gives a rough indication of the score of four examples of
traditional IS's and of three ES's, the first being an expert system
for crop disease diagnosis that is under development at the university
of Agriculture at Wageningen.
HW

sw

PP

PR

IF

+-

++-

+-

Accounting
Fam management
Field analysis

+++

-+
-+

CAD/CAM

+-

++

-+
-+

-+
-+

disease diagnosis -planning
design
+-

-+
-+
++

-+
-+
-+

++
-+

++

-+
-+
-+

Table 2
The first + or - in a column indicates a high or low score on the
scale of the quantitative·measure of that column, the second+ orconcerns the qualitative measure of athe column.
To clarify these scores, we will explain the score for the expert
system for crop disease diagnosis. The hardware is a minicomputer in
a single user environment. The software consists of "normal" systems
software for data manipulation and graphics, while the application
software performs much more functions than simple data retrieval, eg.
probability calculations. The system is intended for separate
specialist users without any admdnistrative organisation and for
operational/ tactical management support. Finally, the database is
small and the datamodel contains complex constraint formulations.
Looking at the differences between the types of IS's (taken as the
sum of absolute component differences), there is a significant
difference between admdnistrative systems, represented by the
accounting system in table 2, and technical-scientific information
systems, represented by all other entries in table 2. Administrative
systems typically score high on most quantitative measures, and low on
all qualitative measures. Technical-scientific systems, on the other
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hand, score high on the functional complexity of software and have
very diverse scores on the other measures.
Another significant class of IS comprises field analysis, CAD/CAM,
diagnosis and design systems, which all score high on datalogical
complexity and concomitantly have a narrow group of specialist users.
Within this group, ES' do not differ significantly from other IS's.
The conclusion of this section must therefore be that in this
typology of IS's, ES's belong to a subclass of IS's with an emphasis
on datalogical complexity.

3 DEFINITIOOS OF EXPERT SYSTEMS
While the classification given in the previous section is purely in
terms of internal system requirements -it looked at characteristics of
five components internal to infoomation systems-, in this section we
will separate the internal from the external requirements as given in
definitions from the literature.
Edward Feigenbaum defines an expert system as "a program that
achieves a high level of perfor.mance on problems that are difficult
enough to require significant human expertise for their solution"
(Feigenbaum [1984] p.91).
This definition is wholly external and
concentrates on datalogical complexity and the need for human
expertise.
Following it, any program performing a complex task well,
like flow calculations or computing the trajectory of a projectile, is
an expert system for that task. The qualification given to further
specify the nature of an expert system, high perfor.mance level, seems
to us to be a requirement for any realistic IS instead of being
special to ES's. Clearly some further criterion is needed to
distinguish ES from other ES's.
Nau [1983] adds the criterion that in expert systems the domain
knowledge is stored declaratively in a knowledge base rather than
coded procedurally in the applications programs. This refinement has
as a major drawback that it refines an external criterion concerning
datalogical complexity with an internal criterion about the way a
system is implemented. This would demote a procedural version of an
expert system from the status of being an expert system, even though
it performs the same tasks with the same input/output behaviour as the
original program.
Another refinement of Feigenbaum's definition is given by Duda &
Shortliffe, who define "a knowledge-based system ·as an AI program
whose performance depends more on the explicit presence of a large
body of knowledge than on the possession of ingenious computational
procedures; by an expert system we mean a knowledge-based system whose
performance is intended to rival that of human experts" (Duda &
Shortliffe [1983] p. 267 n6). This definition commits the same
mistakes in the reverse order. An internal criterion about knowledge
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representation is refined with an external criterion on expert
performance.
Moreover, according to Duda and Shortliffe expert
performance need not be realized, it is sufficient that it be intended
by the system developers. 'Ibis new element in the definition of the
distinguishing characteristics of ES's is clearly not desirable for
realistic applications.
The last definition we review is from Brachman et al.
[1983].
In
addition to datalogical complexity (illustrated by mentioning a few of
the task-domains of table 2) and high performance, they mention a new
external criterion, the ability of the ES to explain its output.
Where systems that are generally considered as paradigms of succesful
ES developuent, DENDRAL and Xc."OO, do not possess this feature, the
authors argue that the output is read by specialists for whom it is
self-explanatory (Brachman [1983] P·***ROEL:
OPZOEKEN).
[OOK
OPZOEKEN IN DAT ARTIKEL: KENNIS VAN DE LIMIETEN VAN DE KENNIS. ]
Internal criteria given by Brachman et al.
are the use of
symbolic reasoning, reformulation of the problem and the use of
intelligence. Apart from the point made earlier that refining an
external with an internal criterion can create absurdities, the point
can be made that the use of symbolic reasoning and refoomulation is
not very special to ES's. Any computer program manipulates symbols
foomula manipulators for difference
and many programs, e.g.
equations, rearrange symbolic expressions. '!be internal criterion of
use of intelligence is analyzed by Brachman et al.
into some
disparate elements, most of which, like breadth of scope and
robustness, are considered by us to part of external performance
criteria, and one of which, reasoning from first principles, is
genuinely new. Although the authors do not say so, the ability to
reason from first principles often is considered to be a prerequisite
for the ability to produce satisfactory explanations.
SUIIIIling up, we come to the following claims, or requirements, that
should be distinguishing features of ES's:
1. External requirements:
1. An expert system solves a difficult problem in a complex
domain (Feigenbaum, Brachman et al.);
2. An expert systems is able to explain its output.
2.

Internal requirements:
1. An expert system stores knowledge about the domain
declaratively, not procedurally (Nau, Duda & Shortliffe);
2. An expert system has knowledge of the limits of its
ability (Brachman et al.).
3. An expert system uses first principles (Brachman et al.).

Requirement 2.1 is internal to information sets; requirements 2.2 and
2.3 are internal to software of expert systems. The criterion of high
performance (meeting a predetermined set of performance measures) is
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considered by us to be a criterion for any realistic application and
is not mentioned in this list.
Although Brachman et al. claim that if none of these requirements
separately distinguish ES's from other IS's they jointly do, we note
that there is a difference between the requirements of an information
system and the specifications of the system as actually implemented.
In the next section we will see that in actual specifications expert
systems do not differ significantly from other information systems.
Secondly, as pointed out in section two, the internal requirements
for expert systems are not different from those of information
systems. In view of the fact that the internal requirements listed
above concern software and information sets, the claim that expert
systems are radically different from information systems now boils
down to the claim that either the other components of the five
components of information systems, hardware, people, and procedures,
are not relevant to ES development, or that the software and
information sets are so radically different that we are justified in
speaking of a new kind of systems.
If hardware, people and procedures are not relevant to ES then
apparently ES's will not be used in organisations. We consider this
statement too absurd to merit serious consideration. We are thus left
with the claim that the software and/or information sets of ES's are
radically different from the software and informations sets in other
IS's.

4

EXAMPLES

We will now review a number of well-known ES's to see if they
substantiate this claim. A short overview of application areas is
given in Gevarter [1983].
1. External Criteria.
1. Domain complexity.
Expert system domains include medical diagnosis and
therapy selection (MYCIN (Shortliffe [1976]), Puff
(Aikins et al. [1983]), INTERNIST/CADUCEUS (Miller et
al.
[1982]),
CASNET (Weiss et al.
[1978]), MDX
(Chandrasekaran et al. [1979]), and a host of others)
data analysis in geology (Prospector (Duda et al.
[1978]), Dipmeter Advisor (Davis et al.
[1981])) and
chemistry (DENDRAL (Lindsay et al. [1980])), planning of
molecular experiments (MOLGEN (Stefik [1981a,
b))),
configuration of computer systems (XCOO (McDermott
[1980])), and the analysis of user plans
(ONOOCIN
(Langlotz & Shortliffe [1983])). In general, the tasks
are classification, planning and decision support under a
variety of difficult conditions like uncertainty and
other types of domain complexity.
The complexity of
these domains is reflected in software complexity (eg.
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2.

2.

optimization, Bayesian updating) and in datalogical
complexity (eg. dynamic constraints).
Explanation of output.
Explanation of output is a facility widely provided in
expert systems, although not yet in a way that is
generally considered to be satisfactory.
MYCIN
(Shortliffe [1976]) traces the rules that establish the
output, CASNET (Weiss et al. [1978]) sums up the nodes
in a causal network supporting the disease hypothesis,
while XPLAIN (swartout [ 1983 1) uses a causal network and
general domain principles to justify questions and
explain answers. On the other hand, famous systems as
DENDRAL (Lindsay et al.
[1980]) and XCOO (McDermott
[1980]) do not justify their output at all.

Internal Criteria.
1. Declarative Knowledge Representation.
Separation of knowledge in a declarative module is a
feature of all rule-based expert systems and of semantic
networks. We consider accessibility to more than one
process
to
be
the
hallmark of declarative
representations.
In
procedural
representations,
knowledge is hidden in the procedures and is therefore
only accessible by calling those procedures.
In
declarative knowledge
representations, knowledge is
accessible to the procedures who use it to the extent
that they can retrieve and modify the knowledge. A shift
from procedural to declarative knowledge representation
involves a shift from compilation to interpretation and
trades execution speed for flexibility.
we consider frame-based systems to be declarative
representations as well. The only difference with other
declarative representations is that knowledge is computed
at the moment it is needed, rather than retrieved from
memory, and that the behavior of domain entities is
reflected in the behavior of frame instances. Active
values and frame-behaviors are encapsulated in a
data-structure, accessible at one place for all processes
that need them and this is the hallmark of declarative
representation.
2. Reasoning from first principles.
Some very specialized systems like GUIIX:N and XPLAIN try
to provide explanations using first principles of the
domain, but all ES's mentioned above do not reason from
first principles. current research in second generation
expert systems is moving in this direction, if we take
the model to represent first domain principles.
About the use of first principles we note in passing
that if a domain model containing first principles is
added to a heuristic expert system component, this would
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3.

make the system more similar to other information
systems, which have traditionaly used principled domain
JOOdels. What is new in ES's, is the (intended) use of
first principles for explanation and the use, in addition
to a model of the domain, of heuristics acquired from
domain specialists to tackle domain complexity.
This
will be discussed below.
Limits of knowledge.
None of the systems make use of a representation of the
limits of the system's abilities. Some systems, like
Guidon and Teiresias), do contain self-knowledge in the
form of meta-rules or strategical and structural
knowledge. No other ES known to us uses knowledge about
the limits of its knowledge.

5 DISCUSSION AND DEFINITION
Subtracting from the requirements for ES's what is not yet realized on
a large scale in current ES's, we are left with the following
(potential) specifications for current expert systems:
1. External specifications:
1. An expert system solves a difficult problem in a complex
domain.
2. An expert system explains its output.
2.

Internal specifications.
expert system stores its knowledge declaratively,
proceduraly.

An

not

TUrning first to specification 1.1, we will analyze an aspect of
domain complexity, referred to as uncertainty. ES research in this
topic has resulted in, among others, MYCIN's certainty factors,
PROSPECTOR's adaption of Bayesian updating, CASNET's probabilistic
causal networks and Cohen's endorsement approach (Shortliffe and
Buchanan [ 19751, Duda et al.
[ 19761, Weiss et al. [ 19781, Cohen
[1985]). The topic is too large to be treated here and is subject of
investigation of another paper (Simons [ 19861 ) , which analyzes the
assumptions of Bayesian updating schemes. The main results of that
paper are that the independency assumptions underlying the updating
mechanisms in systems like MYCIN and PROSPECroR can not hold in
general and that, unlike classical methods like maximum likelihood
estimators and Kalman filters (Kwakernaak [19721), those updating
mechanisms do not give feedback on the validity of indepency
assumptions. In the context of the current discussion we conclude
that ES research in the treatment of uncertain data has isolated
itself too much from traditional mathematical treatment in probability
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and systems theory and therefore tends to rest on unsound foundations.

(Cf. Cheeseman [1985], p. 1002, for a similar conclusion). Current
interest in mathematical updating schemes like the Dempster-Shafer
theory (Gordon & Shortliffe [1984 1) indicates that the ES community is
starting to feel the limitations of this splendid isolation.
A more general aspect of domain complexity is the difficulty of
the problems, reffered to as ill-structuredness of the problems solved
by ES's.
We start our analysis with two definitions of
ill-structuredness,
respectively from the AI and from the
decision-support system community.
Newell [1969] defines an ill-structured problem as a problem that
is not well-structured and gives the following definition for well
structured problems: A well-structured problem
1. can be described in terms of numerical (scalar and vector)
variables,
.
2. has a well-defined object function,
3. can be algorithmically solved.
Keen & Scott Morton [1978] distinguish semi-structured and
unstructured problems: A problem is well-structured if three phases
of problem solving
1. Intelligence (what is the problem?)
2. Design (What are the alternatives?)
3. Choice (Which is best?)
are all structured. unstructured problems are problems for which no
phase is structured and semi-structured problems contain one or two
unstructured phases.
Both definitions consider three levels of the problem,
i.e.
identification of the problem, proof of existence of solution, and
construction of solution. They have the serious drawback of being
relative to the status of human science (When is probleurstatement
structured?) and being absolute to the status of computer science
(algorithms should not only exist,they also have to be constructive in
realistic time (note that in a finite-state machine an enumeration
algorithm always exists!).
Furthermore, these definitions are
restricted to problems that can be fully stated in advance. These
considerations make it hard if not impossible to verify whether a
given problem,
eg.
chess-playing or disease-diagnosis
is
ill-structured or not.
Comparing these definitions with those in fields of mathematics
such as numerical analysis and operations research, we see that the
ill-structuredness of problems is defined there unambiguously and
independent of the solution algorithm.
For instance, in numerical analysis a matrix is called
ill-conditioned if the smallest eigenvalue cannot be distinguished
from zero in comparison with the absolute greatest eigenvalue. Here
explicitly the finite wordlength in the computer calculations enter
the definition.
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The traveling salesman problem and a variety of scheduling
problems are hard to solve in the sense that no algorithm exists which
solves the general problem in a polynomially-bounded time.
Thus
algorithms do exist but they are not guaranteed to find the solution
within a number of operations which is a polynomial function of the
input (Wagner [ 1975] ) • Those problems are well-defined and are called
NP-complete.
Comparing these definitions with classical problems in information
system development, eg. getting stable function specifications from
the user, or developing a stable data model, we see that the treatment
of "unstructured" problems is in no way restricted to expert systems
research. In general, data-processing professionals have argued that
it is impossible to model real-life problems accurately in a database
(Jackson [1984] Kent [1978]). Still, research in IS development has
developed a number of techniques to deal with complexities of this
type.
For the development of IS two principles are studied theoretically and
used in practice.
Linear life-cycle development considers it
worthwile to analyse user-needs in depth and to specify them in
function- and datamodels prior to design of the IS. Prototyping
stresses the time-dependency of information needs and considers it
efficient to har.monize analysis and design into one recursive phase.
From these considerations we conclude that domain complexity and
unstructuredness exist in a variety of formats.
We propose an
alternative definition of (ill-)structuredness covering problems in
both information system development in general and expert system
develoipment in particular. A problem is called ill-structured if a
small pertubation of the problem formulation causes a large
pertubation in the solution.
For structured and ill-structured problems, it may be efficient to
define a problem P as the limit of a sequence {Pj} of problems Pj,
where the solution of problem Pj is used for the reformulation of
problem Pj+l.
If the reformulation is controlled by the user, the
problem Pj need only be solved approximately. We call such problems
recurrent stated problems as oppposed to direct stated problems. Of
course questions of stability and cycling become important now.
Note
that this description applies to the program level where a solution of
an implicit equation is iteratively sought, to the systems level where
a problem is solved interactively, and to the development level where
prototyping is applied.
Turning now to specifications 1.1 and 2, these are not wholly
independent, since declarative knowledge representation facilitates
explanation. The use of declarative knowledge representations is a
distinguishing feature of the subclass of information systems called
expert systems, although this can be put in historical database
research perspective. Looking at the history of database systems, the
crucial difference between an database and a large file is the use of
a data dictionary where information about the data is stored
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declaratively, rather than being hidden procedurally in application
programs.
'Ibe step from a DB to an ES or knowledge-based system then
lies in extending the data dictionary with semantic information, a
topic that receives much attention these days in the database
community and that would profit a lot from research done in
declarative knowledge representations.
Conversely, comparing ES
shells with DBMS'S, we feel that data dictionary lore can fruitfully
be applied to ES shells and that ES shells might even be expected to
provide such common facilities as form management and report writers,
that are deemed standard for DBMS'S (ONOOCIN uses a sort of screen
management system for user input (Langlotz & Shortliffe [1983])).

6 ca«:LUSIOO

In the previous section we concluded that an ES is an IS with
explanatory capability and emphasis on datalogical complexity.
Explanatory is facilitated by declarative knowledge representation,
and datalogical complexity is tackled by incorporating heuristics
developed by human domain experts in the algorithms of the ES. It can
be argued that declarative representations, apart from supporting
explanatory capability, are well-suited to domains with the semantic
richness usually covered by ES's.
once we see the similarities of ES's with other IS's, a number of
points can be identified where fruitful cross-fertilization can take
place between research disciplines that up till now were seen as
separate.
Looking at the IS quintuple
(hardware,
software,
people,
procedures, information sets) , we see that the people and procedures
of the potential user organization of the ES have received very little
attention in ES development. We claim that systematic investigation
of user requirements would greatly increase the returns on investment
in expert systems.
Concerning datalogical complexity, up till now the approach has
been either one of relatively simple and adaptible knowledge
representations (production rules)
in combination with rapid
prototyping as the best means to come to grips with the detailed
knowledge that the specialist has of his or her domain, or a knowledge
representation (eg.KL-ONE (Brachman & Schmolze [1985])) that is so
complex that it is difficult to change and for which a suitable
development method is still lacking. In the development of an expert
system for diagnosis of diseases in commercial crops (Wieringa &
CUrwiel [1985]), we are experimenting with a data model based upon
Smith & Smith's [1977a and b) translation of the AI concepts of
generalization and aggregation into relational terms. The system is
implemented in Babylon, an expert system shell developed by the
Gesellschaft fuer Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung (GMD [1985]).
Translating these AI ideas about genrealization and aggregation into
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relational terms makes available the body of theory and practice of
relational databases; extending relational databases with techniques
borrowed from artificial intelligence greatly increases the capability
to capture the semantic structure of the da~~ain in the data model. We
take this as an example that the ideas floating around in both the ES
community and in the traditional IS community relational database
community can be fruitfuly combined.
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